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We measure and compare the critical-current oscillation characteristics of Josephson junctions as a
function of Ni thickness in different barrier structures. The characteristics dependent on the relative Ni
thickness, such as the presence of nodes and the oscillation period, are consistent with a conventional,
clean-limit magnetic Josephson-junction model. However, the oscillation phases have different offsets in
the Ni thickness between single Ni and Ni-ðNi81Fe19ÞxNby-based barriers, which cannot be explained by
the bulk exchange field effect alone. This effect does not originate from the ferromagnetism in
ðNi81Fe19ÞxNby nor is it cumulative with an additional ðNi81Fe19ÞxNby layer. Our results present clear
evidence that a nonmagnetic layer can affect the superconducting spin phase across the junction as strongly
as the conventional exchange field effect.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Superconductor-ferromagnet-superconductor (S-F-S)
Josephson junctions (JJs) show unconventional properties
based on superconducting spin modulation. In the presence
of an exchange field in F, a spin pair ↑ and ↓ occupies
spin-split Fermi momentum states k↑ and k↓ with
δk≡ jk↑ − k↓j ≠ 0, which results in a finite pair phase
φðxÞ that increases with the distance x from a S-F interface.
Consequently, the singlet pair state ↑↓ − ↓↑ evolves as
ð↑↓ − ↓↑Þ cosφðxÞ þ ið↑↓þ ↓↑Þ sinφðxÞ accompanied
by decoherence [1–4]; the pair state oscillates between
the conventional singlet ↑↓ − ↓↑ and ↑↓þ ↓↑, which is
one of the triplets (↑↓þ ↓↑, ↑↑, and ↓↓). This effect is
manifested in the Josephson coupling: Ic oscillates as a
function of F thickness, and the ground state changes phase
between 0 and π across Ic ¼ 0 nodes with a node-to-node
period of about πξF, where ξF ¼ 1=δk [5–8].
New devices based on this effect have been developed to

advance superconducting technologies with new function-
alities for low-power high-performance computing [9–11].
Static π phase shifters have been demonstrated for super-
conducting digital and quantum electronics [12]. With the
addition of a second F layer to form a spin valve as the
barrier, magnetic JJ memory devices have been developed
for switching critical current or phase actively [13–17].
These devices are analogous to a phase shifter for micro-
wave or optical circuits. As a carrier (electron pair) passes
through a phase-shifting medium (F), it acquires a constant
phase (from the ratio of the triplet amplitude to the singlet).
If a switchable second phase shifter (second F) is used to
add or subtract an additional phase, a switchable phase
shifter (spin-valve JJ memory) is realized.

Such a simple-phase-shifter (SPS) analogy accounts for
the bulk effect of the F layer only. Recently, Heim et al.
[18] have reported a case with S-I-F-S and S-I-N-F-S
(I, insulator; N, normal metal) where different thickness
offsets in the critical-current oscillation (CCO) result from
the subtle differences in the interfacial mismatch in I-F and
I-N-F. However, the accompanied experimental result
showed a very small difference compared with the oscil-
lation period and a possible difference, e.g., in the magnetic
dead layers [19], was not addressed although different dead
layers or crystalline structures often originate from different
seed layers for the ferromagnetic layer. In this paper,
we present our characterization methods and results of
magnetic JJs with an embedded Ni layer in different barrier
structures including a spin valve. Clearly different phase
offsets exist in the CCO curves, which shows a need for
further investigation beyond the SPS model.
We sputter-deposit device multilayers, typically substrate=

Nbð100Þ=Cuð5Þ=M=Cuð20Þ=Nbð100Þ (all thicknesses in
nanometers in order of growth sequence). M represents
magnetic barriers such as a Ni wedge, ðNi81Fe19ÞxNby=
Cuð5Þ=Ni wedge, etc. The substrate, a 76-mm-diameter Si
wafer, is rotated during deposition of every layer other than
Ni. The Ni wedge is deposited without substrate rotation,
which results in a Ni thickness that varies by a factor of 4
across the wafer; this method results in a subnanometer re-
solution for the relative thicknesses at different positions
without a stringent control of thedeposition rate and time.The
nonmagnetic spacers of the specified thicknesses are inserted
to seed Ni growth and other practical reasons; they are expe-
cted to be fully superconducting due to the proximity effect
and not alter the superconducting order significantly by
themselves.
We fabricate circular or elliptical JJ devices with

varying dimensions between 1 and 5 μm and aspect*burm.baek@nist.gov
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ratios between 1∶1 and 1∶2 using photolithography and
etch techniques similar to those used in our previous
work [14]. Separate from the fabricated devices, we
also measure the saturation magnetic moment of unpat-
terned Nbð100Þ=Cuð5Þ=NiðdNiÞ=Cuð20Þ=Nbð10Þ multi-
layers with different Ni thicknesses dNi at different
temperatures. Figure1(a) shows that themoment extrapolated
to 0 K is linear with Ni thickness with an intercept of about
0.7� 0.07 nm2 and a slope of 0.5 T, which correspond to
the total magnetic dead-layer thickness and the saturation
magnetization, respectively.

II. Ni BARRIERS

The magnetization state of the magnetic barriers is a
degree of freedom that is not present in conventional
nonmagnetic JJs. Clearly, we need to properly control
and characterize the magnetization in order to understand
magnetic JJs completely. We use the measurement methods
described in Refs. [14,16] to set the devices at a saturated,
single magnetic domain state to prevent complicated non-
uniform magnetization states from affecting Josephson
property measurements. We carry out magnetoelectrical
transport measurements on the fabricated devices in liquid
helium (4 K) with a conventional dc four-probe setup
combined with a superconducting magnet. We apply a high

positive in-plane magnetic field (μ0H ≥ 350 mT) for 5 s to
saturate the Ni magnetization along the long axis of the
device and then heat the chip for 5 s to untrap flux from the
superconducting layers. Subsequently, we measure maxi-
mum supercurrents ImðHÞ (Fraunhofer pattern [14]) from
positive to negative fields. Because of the positively satu-
rated magnetization, the main peak value, the true Ic, is
obtained at a negative field [Fig. 1(b)] [14]. At a high enough
negative field, the magnetization evolves into hysteretic,
intermediate states different from the positively or nega-
tively saturated states, and, consequently, ImðHÞ deviates
from the regular Fraunhofer pattern. We find such a field
rangewith intermediatemagnetization by obtaining the field
range at which Imð0Þ deviates from the value at the saturated
state due to the remanent field effect in a JJ; this method is
also explained in Ref. [16]. Such a field range is typically
from −40 to −200 mT [Fig. 1(c)]. This justifies our choice
of saturation field μ0H ≥ 350 mT and the values of Ic
extracted from the main peaks of the Fraunhofer patterns
typically at jμ0Hj < 10 mT.
The extracted Ic is normalized with Rn, and each data set

from two separate wafers is presented in Fig. 2. Although
there is a thickness range for which the critical-current
density Jc is too high to measure, our wedge-film method
results in dense data points with a small scatter, which reveal
clear Ic oscillations with nodes at about 0.9 and 3.4 to
3.5 nm. This unambiguously confirms CCO purely induced
by the exchange field effect in Ni without a parasitic effect
from nonuniform magnetization or an uncertainty in the
relative F thicknesses in each set of the measured devices.
The absolute thicknesses of such thin Ni wedges are
reproducible between different wafers to within 5%.
The measurement results qualitatively follow the clean-

limit Josephson supercurrent solution in the S-F-Smodel in
Ref. [5] (dashed curves in Fig. 2), which is especially
characterized by a slow decay compared with typical

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 1. Basic characterization of single Ni barrier devices.
(a) Saturation magnetic moment of unpatterned Ni films obtained
with a superconducting quantum interference device magnetom-
eter and extrapolated to 0 K. Dashed line is a linear fit. (b) Typical
Fraunhofer pattern from an elliptical (1 × 2 μm2) Ni barrier JJ at
4 K. Symbols and line are the measured data and fit, respectively.
X denotes the start of the sweep. Ni is magnetized with 350 mT
prior to the sweep. (c) Typical maximum supercurrent measured
at zero field vs pulsed field amplitude for a Ni barrier JJ at 4 K.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2. Ni thickness dependence of the characteristic voltage
IcRn of single Ni barrier Josephson junctions at 4 K. (a) and (b)
are from two different wafers with slightly different Ni thickness
ranges. Symbols and curves are the measured data and fits,
respectively.
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exponential decays in dirty-limit barriers that have been
more widely studied historically. High-Ic devices have
depressed Ic due to the nonuniform supercurrent distribu-
tion associated with the high supercurrent density [20].
By fitting to the theory, we obtain characteristic lengths
ξNi ¼ 0.93 and 0.97 nm with near-zero thickness offsets d0.
From the average ξNi, the momentum splitting is δk ¼
ξ−1Ni ¼ 1.1 nm−1, which is close to the photoemission result
δk ¼ 1.2 nm−1 [21]. Thus, the bulk exchange field effect
due to Ni is consistent with the basic clean-limit theory, and
our methods are solid. On the other hand, the near-zero d0
from the fit does not coincide with the estimated magnetic
dead-layer thickness 0.7 nm obtained from magnetometry
measurements [Fig. 1(a)]. This discrepancy may need more
detailed investigation of the interfaces but does not affect
our main point, which is our focus below.

III. Ni-(Ni81Fe19)xNby BARRIERS

Similar to Ref. [14], we cosputter Ni81Fe19 (“NiFe”) and
Nb for an additional layer ðNiFeÞxNby, which ismagnetically
decoupled from Ni by Cu(5). With 19%Nb doping to form a
spin-valve barrier Ni=Cu=ðNiFeÞ81Nb19, ImðHÞ becomes
hysteretic at a low field range and shows two partial
Fraunhofer patterns corresponding to the parallel and anti-
parallelmagnetization states due to themagnetization reversal
of ðNiFeÞ81Nb19 around �4 mT [Fig. 3(a)]. The differences
in the offsets and magnitudes of the two Fraunhofer patterns
are due to the remanent and exchange field effects, respec-
tively [14]. With 31% Nb doping, the ferromagnetic order in
ðNiFeÞ69Nb31 is reduced below a measurable level as
expected from the trend in Ref. [14]. Consequently, hysteretic
spin-valve features disappear, and ImðHÞ becomes similar to
those of single Ni devices [Fig. 3(b)].

The CCO characteristics of Ni and Ni-ðNiFeÞxNby
devices are compared in Fig. 4. Figure 4(b) shows the
two CCO curves each corresponding to parallel (P) and
antiparallel (AP) magnetization states, qualitatively similar
to the Ni-ðNiFeÞ87Nb13 spin-valve devices in Ref. [14] but
with a smaller offset between them due to the weak
exchange field and the small thickness in ðNiFeÞ81Nb19.
According to the SPS model, the baseline Ni CCO curve is
straightforwardly extracted by taking the middle-thickness
points between the two CCO curves [14,16] since the free
layer should shift the Ni CCO curve by the same effective
thickness positively or negatively for the AP or P mag-
netization, respectively. The resulting first 0-π transition
node is near 1.5 nm, which is significantly larger than that
of the Ni devices by 0.6ξNi. ðNiFeÞ87Nb13 in Ref. [14] and
our preliminary data from undoped NiFe free layers also
show similar large first-node thicknesses. We also note that
the spacing between the two nodes is smaller compared
with that of the Ni devices, which may be due to the
crossover from the clean to diffusive regime with a smaller
ξNi as the Ni layer becomes thicker.
If we consider the very weak ferromagnetic order in the

19% doped layer, such a substantial offset is unlikely to
originate from the ferromagnetism in the ðNiFeÞxNby layer.
We further confirm this with a CCO with higher doping of
31%. Because of the suppressed ferromagnetic order, the
device should behave like a S-F-S systemwith respect to the

(a)

(b)

FIG. 3. Fraunhofer patterns at 4 K from devices that contain
both Ni and ðNiFeÞxNby layers. (a) 19% Nb doping and
dNi ¼ 1.1 nm. (b) 31% Nb doping and dNi ¼ 2.3 nm. For each,
Ni is positively magnetized prior to the sweep. Symbols and
curves are the measured data and fits, respectively. Blue and red
are for downward and upward field sweeps, respectively.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIG. 4. Comparison of the Ni thickness dependence of IcRn
between the single Ni and various Ni-ðNiFeÞxNby barriers at 4 K.
Arrows indicate the Ni thicknesses for the first 0-π transition
nodes. Barrier structures: (a) Ni, (b) ðNiFeÞ81Nb19ð1.2Þ=Cuð5Þ=Ni,
(c) Ni=Cuð5Þ=ðNiFeÞ69Nb31ð1.2Þ, (d) ðNiFeÞ69Nb31ð1.2Þ=Cuð5Þ=
Ni=Cuð5Þ=ðNiFeÞ69Nb31ð1.2Þ. In (a), solid and open symbols
represent the measurement data in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively.
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SPS model, but Fig. 4(c) shows the same large first-node Ni
thickness as that of the 19% doping case. Since a Ni
deposition is always seeded by 5-nm-thick Cu, a significant
difference in the dead layers is unlikely to be present and
cause such a large offset. We further confirm this point by
contrasting the results between Figs. 4(a) and 4(c) which
have the same nominal Nb/Cu structure under Ni and
should result in the same microcrystalline Cu-Ni interfaces.
Figure 4(d) shows that adding another ðNiFeÞ69Nb31 layer on
the other side ofNi causes no further change,which indicates
the noncumulative nature and irrelevance of the position of
the ðNiFeÞxNby in the barriermultilayer. Interestingly, across
all our different barrier structures, the first nodes are at either
0.9 or 1.5 nm without intermediate results, as if there were
only two possible modes.

IV. DISCUSSION

Such unexpected intrinsic offsets in the CCOs are clear
and remarkable. A straightforward ramification is that this
effect of nonmagnetic origin can be as significant as the
bulk exchange field (0.6ξNi in the presented case) and
should be considered in designing magnetic JJ devices
based on the exchange field effect. For example, CCOs
separately obtained for both hard and free layers may not be
adequate to determine the two operating phase points of a
spin-valve JJ memory based on these ferromagnetic layers.
Instead, a full characterization of the CCO pair such as that
shown in Fig. 4(b) may be needed for every material
combination.
In relevance to our work, Heim et al. [18] developed a

theoretical formulation with different types of nonmagnetic
spacers between S and F in S-F-S JJs and showed different
phase offsets depending on the interface mismatch or the
normal-metal thickness. Their theory is based on diffusive
transport (dirty limit) throughout the model structures,
while our structures consist of both ballistic and diffusive
layers. Basically, such a ballistic-diffusive hybrid system
cannot be described by standard Usadel equations as in the
case of Heim et al.’s work. Even if we assume that such a
difference does not play a significant role and that the
presence of a ðNiFeÞxNby layer is qualitatively equivalent
to the case of a spacer with an increased interface mismatch
parameter due to the much higher resistivity of ðNiFeÞxNby
than that of Cu [22], the resulting phase shift is the opposite
of our experimental results.
Currently, we do not have a satisfactory physical

explanation of the effects that we present. A potentially
relevant phenomenon is the inverse proximity effect.
Compared with other ferromagnets of technological impor-
tance such as Co, Fe, and NiFe, Ni suppresses the critical
current the least [23]. This may indicate that the interface
transparency is high, which should also promote the
penetration of the magnetic order to the adjacent Cu and
Nb [4,24,25]. This penetration may result in significant
singlet-to-triplet conversion in the nonmagnetic layers.

As a result, the effective magnetic thickness is larger
and moves the CCO towards the negative direction in
thickness. The impact of ðNiFeÞxNby may be to suppress
this effect via the less transparent Cu-ðNiFeÞxNby interfaces
due to its high resistivity [22] or Fermi momentum
mismatch, which results in a less negative shift of the
CCO. Some calculated CCOs in Ref. [26] with different
interface transparencies also suggest the possibility of a
very small phase-transition-node thickness associated with
highly transparent interfaces. However, such an argument
alone does not explain why we do not see a further positive
shift with ðNiFeÞxNby=Cu=Ni=Cu=ðNiFeÞxNby barriers,
which should suppress the inverse proximity effect on
both sides instead of only one with ðNiFeÞxNby=Cu=Ni or
Ni=Cu=ðNiFeÞxNby barriers.
Another direction to look is the detailed microscopic

transport. The systems with large offsets commonly include
at least one ðNiFeÞxNby layer. A JJ with an elemental
barrier such as Ni that has a mean free path longer than the
layer thickness becomes superconducting via discrete
supercurrent-carrying quasiparticle states called Andreev
bound states [27]. On the contrary, an alloy layer with an
atomically short mean free path should scatter the quasi-
particles and result in broad Andreev bound states [28].
Such broad states should be similar to those in S-N-S JJs
with a diffusive N barrier except that the bulk exchange
field effect still appears in the clean-limit ferromagnetic
layer (Ni). It is reasonable to connect such a qualitative
difference in the microscopic transport mode with a
consequent difference in the phase shift. For example, if
the broadening is skewed towards either side of the initial
discrete energy levels, that should result in an effective
phase which induces an offset in the CCO. See, for
example, Ref. [29] for a basic perspective on the S-F-S
transport via Andreev bound states. A future investigation
of such microscopic details will improve our understanding
of superconducting spin transport in practical devices
beyond the idealized models.
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